No Child Left Behind

Post- Trip Your Bus or Van
Post-trip inspections are required after morning and afternoon operations (or after any other route when the driver will be parking the bus).
Bus Post Trip Inspection

1. Make sure bus is in neutral, set the parking brake and the bus ignition is off.
2. Confirm that no student(s) are left on board.
3. Inspect for cleanliness, sweep interior of bus and empty trash containers as needed (under code for cleaning)
4. Close all windows and air vents.
5. Check bus interior for any vandalism.
6. Lock emergency exits as applicable.
7. Close and lock all external bus storage doors. If any external bus storage doors are not lockable, the contents must be inspected during every post trip.
Van Post Trip Inspection

1. Make sure van is in park, pull the emergency brake and the van ignition is off.
2. Confirm that no student(s) are left in the van.
3. Inspect for cleanliness, vacuum and empty trasher containers as needed.
4. Close all windows.
5. Check van interior for any vandalism
6. Close and lock all external van doors.
Click on the link below for the Quiz

Post-Trip Quiz